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¿"-CONVOLUTION  OPERATORS  SUPPORTED

BY  SUBGROUPS1

CHARLES  F.   DUNKL AND  DONALD  E.  RAMIREZ

Abstract. Let G be a compact nonabelian group and H be a

closed subgroup of G. Then H is a set of spectral synthesis for the

Fourier algebra A(G) (and indeed for A"{G), \^p<<x>). For

l^/j<co, each L"(G)-multiplier T corresponds to a Z."(//^multi-

plier S by the rule {Tf)\H=S{ f\H), fe A{G), if and only if the
support of T is contained in H.

Let G be a compact nonabelian group and G its dual. We denote the

Fourier algebra by A(G) and its dual by ^œ(G). We will use the notation

from our book [1].

Let </> e ¿¡¿""(G), then the support of <j>, denoted by spt <f>, is defined to

be the intersection of the sets {K^G:Kis compact and(/, </S)=0 whenever

the support of fcG\K,fe A(G)} [1, p. 94]. For/eC(G), spt/denotes
the usual support of/. For u a bounded Borel function on G, define ü

by ú(x) = u(x~1), x eG.

Let F be a closed subset of G. The set E is called a set of spectral

synthesis for A(G) provided whenever fe A(G), f(x)=0 for xeE, and

£>0, there exists g e A(G) with g=0 on a neighborhood of E and

||/— g\\A<e. We will show that closed subgroups H of G are sets of

spectral synthesis for A(G). Our proof is adapted from [3] where the

result is given for H normal. Henceforth H will be a fixed closed subgroup

of G, with normalized Haar measure mH.

Proposition 1. Let fe A(G), /=0 on H, and e>0. Then there

exists a neighborhood W of the identity e of G such that if u is a

nonnegative bounded Borel function on W, and JG u(x) dmG(x)=l, then

Proof. Since translation is continuous in A(G) [1, p. 91], there exists

a neighborhood W of e such that if y e W, then \\f— R(y)f\\A^e

(R(y)f(x)=f(xy),x,yeG).
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Thus

II/-/* "IU = sup

= sup

i
(/-/* u)gdm0 :geL\G), ||g|L ^ l)

(see [1, p. 92])

í   Í ifix) - Riy)fix))uiy) dm0iy)gix) dm0ix) :
Ja Jw

g e L\G), ||¿IL^l)

The proof of the following proposition was shown to us by our colleague

R. E. Stong.

Proposition 2. Let W be a neighborhood of e. There exists a non-

negative continuous function w on G with spt w^W, such that the function

TTW=mH*w is equal to 1 ozz HW 'W a neighborhood of e).

Proof. Let hu---,hneH be such that U?=ihAV^H. Choose a

neighborhood W of e with //<=cI(>YH/')c(Jj"=1 hAV (cl denotes closure).

Let cpx, ■ • ■ , <f>n be a partition of unity subordinate to the cover

{hxW,---,hnW} («pt&cr hf W, i*l, •••,«) such that 2Li&W=l
for x e HW.

Let h-(x)=2?=i <r\(A*), xeG. Then spt h>c U'. Finally, let x e HW';

then

7nv(x) = 'mH * w)(x) =    w(/ix) dmHih)
Jh

= [ 2 UKhx) dmHih)
Jh i=1

= Í 2 4(hx) dmHih) = f 1 dmHih) = 1.    D
Jhí=1 Jh

Theorem 3. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Then H is a set of

spectral synthesis for AiG).

Proof. Let/e AiG),f=0 on H, and £>0. Let W be as in Proposition

1. Now choose w, nw, and W as in Proposition 2. Since/=0 on H, there

exists a neighborhood V of e such that |/2(x)|^e2/||w2||c0 for xeHV.

Now choose neighborhoods U, U' of e such that U'HU^HVC\HW and

mGiU'HU)<4mGiHU).

Let zz and z; be bounded Borel functions on G defined by

uix) = imaiHU^-hvix),   if x 6 /7Í/,

= 0, if x £ /7t/,
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and

v(x)=f(x),   if xeU'HU,

= 0,        if x^U'HU.

Write /=/—/*« + (/— v)*u+v*u, and let g=(f—v)*U and h=v*u. Note

that/*«, g,  Ae,4(G)=L2(G)*L2(G)   [1,  p.  92].  We will  show that

\\f—g\\A-^3e and g=0 on a neighborhood of //".

Let x e LT/f, then

g(x) = (/-»)* »(*) =    (/ - «XxjOwO) dmG(j/)
Jg

= Í    (/to) - «>(xjO)«00 ¿™gO) = 0
Jff¡7

since xy e U'HHU= U'HU. Thus spt gC\H= 0.

Now ||/—/*M|U^e since « is a nonnegative bounded Borel function on

G, spt w<=spt w<= IF, and

u(x) dm0(x) =-        w(x) dmG(x)
Jo ma(HU)JHV

=- f    ttw(Hx) dm(Hx) = 1
mG(HU) Jhui(HU) ,

(where   co e M(GlH)  is   the   unique   normalized   measure   such   that

SGiHR(x)fdco = SOIHfdto,     where     R(x)f(Hy)=f(Hyx),x,yeG,fe
C(G//7); see [1, p. 101]).

It remains to show that \\h\\A^2e. Now ||/i|L4^IM|2 \\u\\2 and

||û||2 = II u Ml = f u\x) dmG(x) ̂  \\w2\\JmG(HU).
Jg

Thus U«||2^(||wiœ/mG(//t/))1/2. Also

IMIÎ = f        \f2(x)\dmG(x)
JU'HU

^ (£2/||w2|L)mG((7'WfJ) ^ 4£2m0(r/(J)/||w2|L.

Thus \\v\\2^2e(ma(HU)l\\w2\\xy'2, and so ||Â|U^2e.    D
Remark. Let l^p<oo and A*(G) the predual of MP(G), the LP(G)-

multipliers (see [2, p. 500]). If H is a closed subgroup of the compact

group G, then H is a set of spectral synthesis for AV(G). The proof is the

same as the proof of Theorem 3 with only slight modifications.

Corollary 4. Suppose H is a closed subgroup of a compact group

G and T is an IP(G)-convolution operator.  Then T corresponds to an
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ViH)-convolution operator S by the rule iTf)\H=Sif\H), fe AiG), if
and only if spt le H. This correspondence is an isometry.

Proof. This follows immediately from the result of Herz [3, p. 317]

that the restriction map/n/|/7 from ApiG) to ApiH) is onto.    D

Remark. For G a locally compact abelian group and H a closed

subgroup, the analogous result of Corollary 4 has been shown by S.

Saeki [5]. For G a locally compact group and H a compact normal sub-

group, the analogous result to Corollary 4 has been shown by C. Herz

([3], [4]).
Remark. Let G be a compact group and H a normal closed subgroup.

If TeM"iG) such that Tf=TimH*f), fe AiG), then there exists Se

M*iGlH) such that Sf=ff for fe AiG¡H)=mH* AiG) [1, p. 106], and
11511 = 1171. Conversely, if SeM^G/H), then there exists TeM'iG)

defined by Tf=SimH*f),fe AiG), and ||71 = |[5||.
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